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DIRECTOR’S NOTE
The AGM is pleased to partner with YTB Gallery to present Jennifer Laiwint’s The Pick
Up Artist in the gallery’s XIT-RM Emerging Artist Project Space. The AGM is committed to
recognizing and supporting the work of emerging artists from the Mississauga, the GTA
and 905 region, and is proud to work with regional artist-run centres to share opportunities
and resources with our talented next generation artists and cultural producers!
Thank you to RBC Foundation for their continuing generous support of this program, to
Humboldt Magnussen of YTB Gallery for curating this exhibition, and for the collaborative
support of AGM staff members Kendra Ainsworth, Sadaf Zuberi, Laura Carusi, Melanie Lowe,
Sharada Eswar, and Jessica Palada, and our incredible roster of volunteers.

ARTIST STATEMENT
When I was 25 I dated a person who, midway into the relationship revealed that he
was a pick up artist (PUA). I had no idea what that meant. I soon discovered that there
was an entire community of men who used codified sets of strategies to manipulate
and seduce potential partners, and that many of these techniques had been used on
me. A connection I thought to be real and true, was in fact the outcome of a series of
manipulations, ones that had names and rules attached to them, ones that lived in
glossaries and were shared by groups of men, largely in online forums. This discovery
was deeply disturbing. I shut it out and eventually forgot. Years later, after hearing a
radio interview with a notorious pick up artist, what I thought had disappeared, revealed
itself once again. Memories returned and I was confronted with that experience of deep
betrayal and all of the shame and anger attached to it.
We all have our ways of coping with trauma; strategies for gaining control over situations
in which we felt powerless. Sometimes we need to return to the site of the wounding in
order to heal it. One strategy of mine is to create alter egos. Creating characters allows
me to escape into other worlds and, in the process, uncover something new about
myself. As the memories of my relationship with the pick-up artist resurfaced, so did
a need to create a new character. This one was named Jay Lay. Jay is still elusive to me
and perhaps will never be fully formed. What I do know is that Jay is a former pick up
artist turned life coach for young men. He prides himself on being a sensitive bro and
a feminist but doesn’t really know much about what that means.
I created the character of Jay Lay in order to investigate the so called “seduction
community.” I wanted to know what it was all about. What kinds of conversations
were these men having? What could I learn about this world where manipulation and
deception is a key part of the community ethos? I wanted access. I didn’t think any
of them would listen if I spoke as Jenny, so in order to be heard and to potentially
make an impact I became Jay. I registered as Jay in a Master Pick Up Artist forum,
and so this project began.
In this exhibition you will see digital collages which present fragments of conversations
I had on the forum. The video and audio works included aim to take the conversation
outside of the online realm and bring it into a broader context. They also illustrate the
importance of communities of support. Many young men gravitate towards these
online communities seeking a peer group and advice. I turned to my friends to help
process my experiences and what I was learning as Jay. While becoming Jay, I got lost
in conversations in which explicit misogyny existed alongside very relatable questions
on how to connect, how to cope with rejection and how to communicate with others.
I saw myself in their yearnings for confidence and authenticity and I found agency in
giving them advice about how to attain it without using misogynistic and manipulative
strategies in the process.
Jennifer Laiwint
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Cover
Jennifer Laiwint, The Being, 2017, digital collage, dimensions variable. Image courtesy of the artist.
Inside
Jennifer Laiwint, Is This Kind of Douchey?, 2017, digital collage, dimensions variable. Image courtesy
of the artist.

ARTIST TALK
Saturday, December 2, 1 pm
Please check artgalleryofmississauga.com for the latest information on events and programming.

XIT-RM
The XIT-RM is a project space showcasing emerging artists in the Mississauga, GTA and 905 regions.
The AGM is proud to partner with YTB Contemporary to present this exhibition. YTB Gallery is a nomadic, D.I.Y.
gallery for emergent and experimental art practices. YTB provides discursive space for critical conversations
and risk-taking through new configurations of audience, artists, and community.
The XIT-RM is generously sponsored by the RBC Foundation
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First. New. Next. The AGM provides platforms for exhibitions, collections and experimentation in contemporary
culture with a recent focus on artists and cultural producers from Indigenous, newcomer and youth communities.
Through a broad range of educational programs, artist projects and other forms of critical dialogue, the AGM
seeks to transcend traditional disciplinary boundaries, foster community, and provide spaces where alternative
modes of thought are supported and activated in tangible ways.
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